RonLang Art Amsterdam
Internship RonLang Art. If you want to learn more about the daily works in a gallery and have chance to participate in different art events and fairs from a gallerist’s viewpoint, Ron Lang Art will be a good choice for you. Doorlopend.

About the company
RonLang Art is contemporary art gallery located in the Jordaan area in Amsterdam. It represents talents and establishes artists with a special interest in social and political themes and craftsmanship. It has fresh idea and taste towards contemporary art and holds good relationship with artists and collectors nationally and internationally. If you want to learn more about the daily works in a gallery and have chance to participate in different art events and fairs from a gallerist’s viewpoint, Ron Lang Art will be a good choice for you. You will learn the relevant knowledge regarding to art management and work with a group of people who are passionate for arts.

Normal task including
1. Customer service and daily works in gallery
2. Opening and event organizing
3. Expecting extra activities during the weekends (ex. Art fairs)

Terms, condition and payment
1. 3 days a week (from 1300-1800). This internship will last for 4 months
2. Covering possible traveling cost

Eligibility
1. Basic knowledge of contemporary art and art market
2. Fluent in English and Dutch (if possible)

How to apply?
Send your CV as well as a motivation letter to , or by post to the following address

Company information
Contemporary art gallery Ron Lang Art
Laurierstraat 82, 1016PP, Amsterdam
Phone: 0654-345842; 0624-605088
Email:
Website: [http://www.ronlangart.com/](http://www.ronlangart.com/)